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In this third installment of “What’s In? – A Name!”, five-letter names have been removed from forty words and the remaining letters have been presented in consolidated form. For example, ‘can’ would readmit NADIA to reconstruct caNADIAAn, a perfectly fine response were proper nouns eligible as answers. (They are not!) To make matters a bit more interesting this time, the genders, while equally represented, have been mixed together, much like the dorms in many modern-day colleges. Your goal is to imbibe the invisible names into their compressions in order to identify the original word. Happy hunting!

1. ad     11. dis g     21. ica     31. rd o m
2. ant    12. don na    22. in et    32. res ng
3. cai    13. dore     23. lio      33. sike
4. ch     14. excce    24. ly       34. sry
5. chary  15. freer    25. mander   35. te
6. chi    16. go se    26. mium     36. ten
7. con    17. hanger   27. nette    37. univer
8. ct     18. hema     28. ol       38. vss
9. det ion 19. her     29. pary     39. w
10. dis   20. hystl    30. preg     40. yed